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Figure 1: Dominant contributions (in atomic units a−3
0 ) to projection analysis of relative contact densities of mercury

fluorides at the 4-component relativistic HF and LDA level. pol=polarization, hyb=hybridization.

Mössbauer spectroscopy is an example of a spectroscopic technique showing extreme sensitivity to the elec-
tronic density in nuclear regions such that its modelling requires consideration of relativistic effects even for quite
light species. In the present talk we report 4-component relativistic studies of the contact density (the density at
the nucleus) of molecular species containing the Mössbauer active elements mercury[1] and xenon. We investi-
gate the performance of relativistic density functional theory, using coupled-cluster calculations for calibration.
We present a detailed analysis of the observed relative contact densities between molecular species, bringing into
light the effect of polarization as well as overlap between ligands and the central atom. All calculations have been
carried out with the DIRAC code for relativistic molecular calculations [2].
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